Dudu fires Duhail to win over Salal; Arabi beat Khor

Duhail have 24 points after their 1-0 win, Mohammad, Torabi, Anad score in Arabi win; Gharafa fights back for 2-2 draw

By Sports Reporter
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The result put Al Duhail into pole position with their eighth victory and Umm Salal now sit in next place with 12 points, which is their highest ever ranking. However, they could not build on the win as they were beaten by Al Arabi 2-0 at the 59th minute penalty.

W

The Dream Team, who have now claimed the title for the second consecutive season, were in pole position on 20 and 23 points respectively. However, they could not hold on to their lead as they were held to a goalless draw in the last few minutes.

Both teams continued to create chances in the second session, but neither could find the net. The deadlock remained.

Gharafa hit back with two quick goals from Mehrdad Mohammadi (38th minute) and Abdulrahman Anad (45+2 penalty), but the deadlock remained. Al Duhail had stormed into the top four by beating Salal (1-0) in Week 10 and The Red Knights have now beat Al Ahli (1-0) to clinch the first leg of the tournament in the West zone.

Dudu scored the winner in the 25th minute and the remaining time remained tight throughout. Al Duhail dominated the ball with 65 per cent in the first half. Abdulla Al shahari put the ball on the line, but the latter could not fix the target. The Goalkeeper of Al Duhail, Abdulla Abdulla pushed the ball out, which led to the dream.

Duhail defeated Umm Salal 3-0 courtesy of a goal from Eduard Rosado (10 minutes) and Jonathan Kodjia (56th minute) and Youcef Belaili (45+2 penalty), but the deadlock remained. Al Arabi beat Al Khor (5-3) to finish the top four by beating Al Khor (6-1) with a 45+2 minute goal from Youcef Belaili.

Al Arabi won 10 points following their seventh successive win over Al Khor, which is their second straight win over Al Khor. However, they could not hold on to their lead as they were held to a goalless draw in the last few minutes.

Al Arabi's five consecutive wins have seen them climb to sixth position in the table. Al Khor now have their back to the wall. They at present have one point more than bottom-placed Al Kharaitiyat.

Meanwhile, Vizier praised Qatar for the rescheduled Covid-19 pandemic. Still, Qatar welcomed the world to Doha once again, for the first time occasioned by the global Covid-19 pandemic. We are very pleased to welcome our friends and guests from all over the world. The Doha Masters precedes the 2023 World Masters, which is the biggest tournament for the best in the world. The Doha Masters will be held from January 11-13 at the ultra-modern Lusail Multipurpose Hall in Doha. Topping the list of stars featuring in the Doha Masters is France’s two-time Olympic medalist Teddy Riner, who is the world number one in the +100kg category. The event is also part of the 2021-22 World Judo Championships in Doha, which will be held from January 11-13.

Top judokas set to converge for Doha Masters from Jan 11
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By Sports Reporter

P

orations are in top gear as Qatar is set to host the world at the International Judo Federation (IJF) Doha Masters 2021 from January 11-13 at the ultra-modern Lusail Multipurpose Hall in Doha. The event is also part of the World Judo Tour.

The tournament will feature competition in seven categories for both men and women. For the men, participants will compete in the -60kg, -65kg, -73kg, -81kg, -90kg and -100kg categories, while the women will be in the -48kg, -52kg, -57kg, -63kg, -70kg and -78kg categories.

Top on the list of stars featuring in the Doha Masters is France’s Teddy Riner, a two-time Olympic gold medalist and two-time world champion in the +100kg division. He is the world number one in the +100kg category, and a professional judoka, Riner was only 12 years old when he was a professional judoka, Riner was only 12 years old when he was awarded his professional licence.
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Bayern retain top spot with comeback 5-2 win over Mainz

**Agnus**

Champions Bayern Munich held on to the Bundesliga’s top spot after fighting back from two goals down to beat bottom-placed Mainz 2-0 in a rip-roaring contest yesterday, as Julian Nagelsmann continued his fine run.

Bayern, who gained three points away at Hoffenheim the previous day, were down to their second defeat of the season, having fallen 2-0 at home to Union Berlin last weekend. However, they returned to winning ways with a resounding victory over Mainz in the city of Jeddah to Bisha.

In the bikes category, Austral-ian two-times champion Toby Price was 23 seconds clear of Ar-thur Panseri (UAE/FRA/Peugeot) and four — overall after the 277-stage — ahead of Mini teammate J-ean-Christophe Ragnotti (FRA/BEL/Century) on January 15.

**Bayer Munich’s forward Robert Lewandowski scored a hat-trick as Inter throve Crotone 6-2.**

- leran Lewandowski and Lukaku was too much for Crotone in the end, however, as Martinez helped Inter to their first win of the season.

**Inter Milan’s Lautaro Martinez (left) carries teammate Achraf Hakimi.**

**Sainz leads after first stage; al-Attiyah 12 minutes behind**

**Agnus**

**FOOTBALL / BUNDESLIGA**

- Dortmundafter week seven, 13 points behind leaders RB Leipzig. The result left Bayern on 33 points from 17 games, with seven games remaining in the campaign. Mainz, who had been bottom of the table since matchday three, are now six points clear of the relegation zone.

**Martinez scores hat-trick as Inter thrash Crotone 6-2**

**FOOTBALL / SERIE A**

**Martinez scores hat-trick as Inter thrash Crotone 6-2**

**SPORT**

**SAINTY IN LONDON**

**Leverkusen coach Bozzi waves white flag in title race**

**SPORT**

**Dortmund move up to fourth, six points behind leaders RB Leipzig.**

**Bayer Munich’s forward Robert Lewandowski scored a hat-trick as Inter throve Crotone 6-2.**
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Rockets lean on Wall in 102-94 victory over Kings

I couldn’t ask for a better start to be 0-2 in my two games

John Wall delivered a game-high 28 points as the Houston Rockets won their second straight game over the Sacramento Kings. Wall finished with 28 points, four rebounds, two assists and three steals.

Wall scored 11 points in the win. He had six players in double-figure scoring.

Nikola Vucevic scored a team-high 30 points for the Kings.

Shai Gilgeous-Alexander had 16 for the Thunder.

NBA

Spotlight

Could Beal get real for Heat amid Wizards’ woes?

“Whatever expectations I had, he’s over-delivered,” coach Scott Brooks said.

The Kings seized their first double-digit lead of the game, 92-81, early in the third quarter.

Wall finished with 20 points and 15 rebounds in the win.

Eric Gordon replaced Harden and scored 12 points in the win.

By Ira Winderman

The Wizards were 0-2 to start the season, including one following the loss to the Bulls, regarding whether Wall has addressed concerns to the Bulls, regarding whether he has made contact with a game official during Thursday’s 124-109 loss to the Miami Heat.
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Hall of Fame Broncos running back Little dies at 78

Finance

By Gene Frenette

President and CEO of the College Football Hall of Fame, John Wildhack, said. “The Broncos selected him No. 46, was an All-America, was in the College Football Hall of Fame and the Pro Football Hall of Fame. “Little’s legacy is that he was a wonderful, wonderful person...”

SPORTS

Cowboys sign Moore to extension

The Dallas Cowboys have withdrawn their name from the New York Giants and will no longer be pursuing Urban Meyer as a head coach candidate.

Alvarado stops Alvarado to retain IBF light flyweight crown

Alvarado stopped Alvarado to retain IBF light flyweight crown

FLORIDA TIMES-UNION


deprecated part of our his- tory. It is unfairly colored the nickname ‘The Franchise’ for his prominent impact on this organization, helping to put the Broncos on the field and leading to consistent success.”

On the first Pro Football Hall of Fame induction weekend, Floyd brought credibility to the cause while having one of the most dominant played of his era, and finally finding his way to the Hall of Fame that Godolt was the extra- ordinary player that he is.”

Even after his retirement, Floyd maintained his status as a leader in the business world. His foundation has helped diagnose cancer with the same grit and determination that de- fined his incredible playing career. In three seasons at Syracuse, he wore the No. 4 position on his jersey and wore it into a record five seasons in which he was a starter.

With the Jacksonville Jaguars in the league for two seasons, Moore to extension

NFL

Jaguars should have caution flag about hiring Meyer

“I know in my soul we’re doing right, doing the best we can. We made mistakes. We made decisions.”

A tweet last week from ESPN’s Andrea Kremer back in 2014, his first-hand the impact he had on me personally and how he epitomised what it meant to be a Hall of Famer. Floyd had a great deal of respect for future generations. His character, integrity, passion and courage.

By-game Frenette

It’s impossible to know for sure, but as history tells us, Urban Meyer could easily lose three picks – Meyer could easily lose the span. Whether it was being in denial about what he knew of former Jaguars’ owner Shad Khan and Urbans’ owner Shad Khan and... And on the Mountaintop.

For starters, wherever Meyer goes, he _wears No 44_, was an All-America quarter- back when Ohio State in 2006, ‘08) during college programs at a relatively young age. If Meyer is willing to step away from the head coaching job at Boise State, he might be a strong candidate to replace Bryan Harsin, who was cut by Boise State. I love Boise State. I will always root for them, and I hope it’s a wild-card appearance in the playoffs.”

Washington

Reuters
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For Roger to continue on, he’ll have to be able to manage his body when he does come back. "For Roger to continue on, he’ll have to be able to manage his body when he does come back," said Woodbridge, who thinks the Swiss star is in a better place mentally and physically.

Last week the holder of 20 Grand Slam titles retired for a second time following a diagnosis that he had been suffering from for the past two years. "I felt that it was the right decision for me," said Federer. "I’m about to turn 39 and I think I’ve achieved a lot in my career."

Woodbridge, who is a former coach of Federer, said that the Swiss star has a wonderful family and that despite his injury, he is in a good place. "Roger is always looking to the future and he knows what he wants to do," said Woodbridge. "He has a great support system and he will be able to manage his body when he does come back."
England ‘excited’ on arrival in Lanka for 2-Test series

England will be permitted to enter Sri Lanka despite a ban on all flights from Britain following the discovery of a new mutant coronavirus strain.

England’s captain Joe Root (2R) arrived at the Rajapaksa international airport in Mattala yesterday, as England’s cricket team returned to Sri Lanka to play two Tests abandoned for 2-Test series cancelled in the early days of the Covid-19 pandemic.

The England contingent were driven to a small airport to which they were taken in a moving vehicle in a small vehicle before they were driven to a hotel.

The team will not train with locals, but sign cricket bats which will be accused to take care of the local community supporting victims of social violence in Sri Lanka, the British High Commission said.

Managing Director of England Men’s Cricket Ashley Giles, said the team will be able to train Tuesday afternoon for the test tour of Sri Lanka in March on the second day of a practice match as the tourists return negative for the coronavirus prior to leaving.

The England team are expected to arrive in Sri Lanka on Sunday and will undergo another round of Covid-19 tests before they leave for home after the conclusion of the series.

Indian cricket chief Sourav Ganguly has been hospitalised after he reportedly suffered a heart attack at the age of 48.

The 48-year-old, who heads the country’s powerful cricket board, suff ered a heart attack on Friday and underwent coronary angioplasty at a Kolkata hospital.

While delighted for Natara- jan, Warner said he did not know whether the 29-year-old would be capable of doing the same, I, the cricket legend said.

BASKETBALL LEAGUE

India Test call-up

Natarajan’s magical performance

I think that’s a great reward for Siraj, but he made an instant impact whether the 29-year-old would be capable of doing the same, I, the cricket legend said.

Natarajan, who operates in the pacific attack with Jasprit Bum- rah, brought to the country’s powerful cricket board, had been named in the Twenty20 squad for the three-match series against South Africa.
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SPOTLIGHT

Nortje, Elgar put South Africa on top against Sri Lanka

Nine of the Sri Lankans were caught in the arc between wicketkeeper and go before last man Ajitha Fernando was bowled by Nortje at Wanderers Stadium

Johannesburg

Nortje, Elgar put South Africa on top against Sri Lanka

He followed up with the wicket of Kusal Mendis and Lahiru Thirimanne as Sri Lanka collapsed to 157 after winning the Wanderers stadium in Johannesburg yesterday. At bottom, Sri Lanka’s Kusal Perera (R) celebrates after scoring a half-century.

South Africa’s Anrich Nortje (L) celebrates with teammates after the dismissal of Sri Lanka’s Dushmantha Chameera (not in picture) during the first day of the second Test match at the Wanderers stadium in Johannesburg yesterday. At bottom, Sri Lanka’s Kusal Perera (R) celebrates after scoring a half-century.

JOHANNESBURG SCORERECORD

Sri Lanka, 1st innings

M. de Kock c de Kock b Nortje 3  1-34 (Markram)
F. du Plessis lbw Sipamla 0  2-1-6-0
K. Brathwaite lbw Sipamla 0  2-1-6-0
K. Pillay c de Kock b Nortje 29  3-71 (Perera)
D. Karunaratne c de Kock b Nortje 2  4-80 (Gohar)
M. Hameed c de Kock b Nortje 29  5-171 (Rizwan)
R. Dickwella c de Kock b Nortje 7  6-227 (Azhar)
J. Perera c de Kock b Nortje 3  7-260 (Ashraf)
D. Malan c de Kock b Nortje 14  8-282 (Gohar)

South Africa, 1st innings

D. Elgar c de Kock b Nortje 3  1-34 (Markram)
F. du Plessis c de Kock b Nortje 0  2-1-6-0
J. Holdstock (both RSA)  0  2-1-6-0
K. Brathwaite lbw Sipamla 0  3-71 (Perera)
D. Karunaratne c de Kock b Nortje 2  4-80 (Gohar)
M. Hameed c de Kock b Nortje 29  5-171 (Rizwan)
R. Dickwella c de Kock b Nortje 7  6-227 (Azhar)
J. Perera c de Kock b Nortje 3  7-260 (Ashraf)
D. Malan c de Kock b Nortje 14  8-282 (Gohar)

Toss: South Africa

Match situation: South Africa has the upper hand and will look to declare today morning.

SOUTH AFRICA VS SRI LANKA 2ND TEST AT WANDERERS STADIUM

The British and Irish Lions tour of South Africa, which was due to have started in June, is now in doubt after a five-day delay in hosting the first Test against South Africa. The game, which had been due to be played in Cape Town, has been rescheduled to the second weekend in July.

The Lions have already won their opening two Tests against South Africa and are in a position to take a 2-0 lead in the series.

Zimbabwe's cricket team were also due to play in South Africa this month but have been forced to pull out due to the coronavirus pandemic.

BOTTOMLINE

Play the rules or don’t come: Queensland tells India

With reports emerging about India’s latest Covid-19 cases, the state government has warned its Queensland residents to play the fourth and final Test of the ongoing series against Australia in Brisbane due to number two biosecurity protocols, members of the Queensland government have stated that the visiting team should not enter the state if they are currently in another country.

Reports have emerged that the Indian team hasn’t been on tour recently due to the ongoing subcontinent and are facing problems with quarantine guidelines in Brisbane for the fourth Test, but they shouldn’t be the same. The rules apply to everyone, India’s cricket board (BCCI) said.

Australia batsman Matthew Wade has also said that the hosts are looking forward to the Gabba Test and smiling to make certain the team is ready to go through the same ball.

The Maritz, Queensland’s Shadow Sports Minister, said there is no need for any resolution and that every individual would be required to go through the same ball.
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